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Chapter 2001: different equipment 

 

Huala … 

“As a small fish tank exploded, the bullet passed through the glass of the fish tank and hit one of the 

criminals! ” 

“The criminal fell to the ground on the spot, and the fish tank broke into pieces … ” 

Bang … 

Bang … 

“Zhao Yu fired two more shots, and he quickly knocked out the other two enemies who were in hot 

pursuit. ” 

“This time, the enemies were frightened and lowered their heads to avoid it. ” 

“””Waa!”” Ding Lan glanced at Zhao Yu with a strange look in her eyes.””Brother-in-law, I haven’t seen 

you for a few days, but you’ve become even more courageous than when you were at the house of sin! 

You must have been secretly practicing your marksmanship, right?”” ” 

“””I’m just joking,”” Zhao Yu said “”modestly””.””I was born a sharpshooter, so I don’t need to 

practice!”” ” 

“Xi Mengna rolled her eyes at Zhao Yu, then turned around and fired a shot at the enemy. The powerful 

shotgun immediately shattered a larger fish tank. ” 

Boom … Boom … 

“The glass shattered and fell everywhere, hitting the enemies hiding next to the bathtub and causing 

them to scream in pain. All of them fell to the ground, not daring to get up. ” 

“””You can talk big after we get out!”” “”F * ck!”” Xi menna complained. She was the first to leave her 

cover and rush out. ” 

“””Oh …”” Zhao Yu grinned.””I forgot that she also knows Chinese!”” ” 

“Then, Zhao Yu and Ding Lan followed closely behind, running towards the outside of the hall that was 

filled with fish tanks. ” 

“Zhao Yu had passed by this Hall when he came in. As there were many fish tanks here, he couldn’t 

remember the exact path, but at least the general direction was correct! ” 

“He knew that as long as he could find the exit and leave this place, he would be able to enter the 

passages that were built during the war. Those passages led in all directions, and it would undoubtedly 

be easier to escape there. ” 



“On the way, Zhao Yu took some time to look for the electric three-wheeled motorcycle, but it was long 

gone. ” 

“In the end, Zhao Yu’s thought process was still too simple. How could the enemy let them through such 

an important entrance? ” 

“When the three of them finally saw the exit, they found that there were already four or five enemies 

waiting there. ” 

“They didn’t know if the enemies were Jiang Kui’s men or londee’s hatchet men, but they immediately 

opened fire the moment they saw Zhao Yu and the other two! ” 

“They had all kinds of weapons, and as they fired, a large fish tank was instantly shattered. ” 

Hualala … Hualala … 

“The fish tank shattered, the glass flew everywhere, and the poor fish all fell to the ground, falling into 

the terrible air. ” 

Bang … 

Bang … 

“Ding Lan hid behind the base of the fish tank to counterattack, while Xi menna paid attention to the 

pursuers behind her. ” 

“””Brother-in-law!”” Ding Lan shouted at Zhao Yu,””when will our reinforcements arrive? We’re being 

pincered from the front and back!”” ” 

Bang Bang Bang … 

“Another round of bullets came from behind, and Xi menna fell to the ground with a cry. But after she 

fell, she touched her shoulder in surprise and asked,”” ” 

“””What’s going on? I was clearly shot just now … How …”” ” 

“””Ding Lan.”” Zhao Yu knew that Xi Mengna was fine, so he quickly turned around to shoot at the 

enemies behind him. At the same time, he said to Ding Lan,””now you know why I was in such a hurry to 

find my phone, right?”” ” 

“””No way!”” Ding Lan was dumbfounded.””Please don’t tell me you came here alone!”” You’re not 

really going to charge into the dragon pool alone for me, are you?”” ” 

“””Don’t be too touched,”” Zhao Yu joked.””No matter how touched I am, I won’t marry you! After all, 

you still have your sister …”” ” 

“””You’re really good!”” Ding Lan wasn’t affected.””You can keep lying to me, brother-in-law. I know 

you’re the best at scheming, and there’s no way you didn’t have a backup plan!”” Hurry up, get 

reinforcements!”” ” 

“””My backup plan is out of control,”” Zhao Yu said helplessly,””otherwise, why would I mention Lee 

Bencheng to you just now?”” ” 



“””Li Bencheng?”” Ding Lan was dumbfounded again, as if she had thought of something. ” 

Crack … 

“At this time, Zhao Yu’s pistol had run out of bullets. At the same time, the omnipotent scope in his 

mind was about to end. ” 

“Although he didn’t have a gun with him, Zhao Yu naturally couldn’t miss out on such a powerful device. 

So, he spent more than 4000 points to extend the use time of the universal scope. ” 

“””You guys are really something.”” Xi menna got up from the ground and pulled the bolt of the 

shotgun. She looked at Zhao Yu and Zhao Yu and said,””at a time like this, you still have the mood to 

flirt. I’m really impressed!”” ” 

“””How about …”” Zhao Yu looked around and suggested to the two ladies,””let’s all rush out 

together?”” Weren’t there only a few people blocking the door? Kill them and we can escape!”” ” 

“””But …”” Ding Lan pointed at Zhao Yu,””you’re out of bullets!”” ” 

“””It doesn’t matter!”” Zhao Yu picked up a piece of broken glass and said,””I’ll just fight it out with 

them!”” ” 

“Then, without waiting for the two women to react, Zhao Yu left his cover and rushed towards the 

Enemy at the Door! ” 

“””You’re crazy!”” Ding Lan was shocked, and she rushed out from the other side of the bunker, 

shooting at the enemy madly to cover Zhao Yu. ” 

“””This is crazy!”” Xi menna looked at her unscathed shoulder, picked up her shotgun, and rushed out. ” 

“Of course, Zhao Yu wasn’t crazy. He had a bulletproof vest on, so he thought that as long as he could 

quickly get rid of the people blocking the door and get out of here, there wouldn’t be any problems 

behind. ” 

“However, reality once again exceeded his expectations. Just as he rushed out of cover with a piece of 

glass, he suddenly heard a dull and short gunshot from the door! ” 

Tap … 

“Although the gunshot wasn’t loud, Zhao Yu’s heart trembled when he heard it. ” 

Because Zhao Yu had never heard a gunshot like this! 

“In the blink of an eye, with a thud, one of the criminals at the door fell down instantly, and blood burst 

out in the air … ” 

“””Ah!?”” ” 

“Suddenly, Zhao Yu was shocked to find that on the detector screen in his brain, there was a large 

number of rapidly surging red signals! ” 

He knew that these red signals represented weapons. It meant that there were many people carrying 

weapons and quickly approaching them! 



Could it be … 

“Zhao Yu’s eyes widened as he looked forward, and he saw a shocking scene at the entrance of the hall. 

” 

“As the first criminal fell, a team of well-equipped soldiers appeared from outside the door. They were 

wearing bulletproof vests and bulletproof helmets, and they were holding a particularly familiar rifle. ” 

“As soon as they appeared, they easily shot down the criminals blocking the door! ” 

The robbers did not expect an enemy to appear behind them. They did not even have a chance to fight 

back! 

“””Ah!?”” ” 

“This sudden scene made Zhao Yu think that his reinforcements had arrived! Since they shot down the 

criminal, it must be Li Zhenzhu’s men. ” 

“However, the sudden appearance of the soldiers “”equipment made Zhao Yu suspicious! ” 

That’s not right? 

He had never seen Korean soldiers with such equipment. 

“This kind of dressing, how … How … ” 

“In the blink of an eye, a soldier raised his hand and fired a shot at Zhao Yu. The bullet hit Zhao Yu 

instantly! ” 

“The bullet hit the invisible bulletproof vest, causing it to emit a Red Alert. Obviously, this bullet was no 

small matter, and the bulletproof vest was already damaged! ” 

“””Ah!?”” ” 

“This … Zhao Yu was shocked, and he finally remembered that the gun looked familiar! Isn’t that the 

M16 that’s commonly used in games? ” 

“””These … These aren’t our own people!!?”” ” 

 

Chapter 2002: heavy soldiers surrounding 

 

“””Quickly retreat! Quickly retreat!”” ” 

“Seeing that the intruders were not friendly, Zhao Yu quickly told Ding Lan and Xi Mengna to retreat. As 

they were retreating, two more bullets hit him, causing his bulletproof vest to issue a Red Alert. ” 

“At first, Ding Lan also thought that these people who suddenly broke in were Korean reinforcements, 

but when he saw them shooting at him, he realized that they were all enemies and quickly retreated to 

cover. ” 



“Out of the three of them, only Xi menna fired a shot! ” 

“The shotgun shot out, shattering the fish tank by the door. Glass and bullets flew out together, causing 

the new enemies to pause for a moment and then disperse. ” 

“However, these people were obviously well-trained. Some of them still shot back and hit Xi menna! ” 

Ah … 

“Xi menna fell to the ground after being shot, and the shotgun flew out of her hand. ” 

“This time, she thought that she was dead for sure. However, when she fell to the ground, she realized 

that she was still fine! ” 

“””Practice! Is it practice?”” Xi menna looked at her own clothes. She was wearing the mermaid 

costume from before. It was as thin as paper and could not be bulletproof. ” 

“Therefore, she had the idea that the enemy was using practice bullets! ” 

“””Aiyo, practice your head!”” Zhao Yu’s voice came from the side. Zhao Yu pulled Xi menna behind 

another set of fish tanks. ” 

He had just pulled away Simone when a hole appeared on the ground … 

Ah? 

“Xi Mengna was shocked, and she quickly got up, then hid in the deeper parts of the fish tank Hall with 

Zhao Yu. ” 

“””It’s … It’s the US Army!”” Ding Lan’s expression changed. She dodged in a hurry and said to Zhao 

Yu,””long … Long di had an affair with them …”” ” 

“””No!”” Zhao Yu said,””these US soldiers are all fake! It’s just that it’s at the stage of passing off the 

fake as the real one!”” ” 

“””Ah? What do you mean by that?”” “”Fake?”” Ding Lan was shocked. Why?”” ” 

“””Hmph!”” Zhao Yu pulled the two ladies to hide under a higher fish tank and said,””before this, I’ve 

been thinking about one thing. Since londee dared to show his face in such a high-profile manner, how 

was he going to escape? ” 

“””You have to know that this area has been completely sealed off by the Korean land, sea, and air 

Forces. ” 

“””But I didn’t expect that he actually had such a trick to pass off the fake as the real!”” ” 

“””Passing off the fake as the real one …”” As Ding Lan and Xi Mengna had been imprisoned for a long 

time, they could not keep up with Zhao Yu’s pace. ” 

“””Before this, they used the disguise of a Korean military aircraft to escape once. I guess,”” Zhao Yu 

said,””this time, they want to use the disguise of a US Army to safely evacuate! ” 



“””There’s an American base nearby. The Koreans didn’t expect them to be so bold! This londee sure is 

generous!”” ” 

“””That means …”” Ding Lan understood more than half of what she had just heard.””These people are 

all criminals disguised as US soldiers?”” ” 

“””Right!”” Zhao Yu nodded.””But, they are well-trained, almost like a regular army!”” ” 

“””I …”” Xi menna was still checking her clothes.””Why am I fine?”” ” 

“””So …”” Ding Lan looked at the situation before him.””Londee is dead, and these people are here to 

avenge him?”” ” 

“””No!”” Zhao Yu said regretfully,””it should be to clean up the scene. I have to clean up everyone here! 

Only when these people are dead will no one know what happened here?”” ” 

“””Then what are we still doing here?”” Xi menna suggested,””why aren’t you running?”” ” 

“In the end, as if it had come true, two people rushed in from the middle of a set of fish tanks behind 

them before Xi menna could finish her words. ” 

The two of them should be Jiang Kui’s underlings. He didn’t know what had happened and was only 

focused on completing Jiang Kui’s order to kill Zhao Yu and the other two. 

“As soon as they appeared, they immediately shot at Zhao Yu and the others. ” 

“However, none of Zhao Yu’s men were easy to deal with. Zhao Yu rolled over and dodged the bullets. 

Ding Lan kicked the person in front of her to the ground, while Xi Mengna pounced on the criminal 

behind her and started fighting. ” 

“Among the three of them, Ding Lan was the most capable. After she swept the criminal down, she 

immediately rolled over him and nimbly grabbed the gun from him. ” 

“Then, he raised his hand and shot the enemy who was fighting with Xi menna. He then raised his hand 

and fired at the heavily-armed soldiers who were surrounding them! ” 

“However, these heavily armed soldiers were well-equipped. Even if some of them were shot, it did not 

affect their formation. ” 

“As soon as Ding Lan opened fire, several people fired at her. ” 

Ah? 

“Ding Lan was shocked and quickly rolled to the side. The bullets from three different directions all hit 

the criminal, and he died before he could even make a sound … ” 

“””Quickly run!”” This time, Zhao Yu realized the urgency of the situation, so he quickly pulled the two 

ladies away. ” 

“However, Xi menna seemed to have thought of something. Not only did she not leave, but she also 

found something on the corpse. ” 

“””Let’s go!”” Zhao Yu had no choice but to drag her away by force. ” 



“””Cell phone … Didn’t you want to find a cell phone?”” “”We can contact the outside world as long as 

we can find the phone?”” Xi menna exclaimed. ” 

Tap tap tap tap … 

“A barrage of bullets shot at her, and she immediately shut her mouth. ” 

“Zhao Yu was smart enough. When he saw the powerful heavy-armored soldiers chasing after them, he 

quickly led the two women through the fish tank and went in the opposite direction. ” 

They had just gotten into a few sets of fish tanks when they saw a criminal appear in front of them. 

Crack … 

“The criminal held a shotgun, pulled the bolt, and was about to shoot at Zhao Yu and the other two. ” 

“Ding Lan wanted to shoot back, but Zhao Yu stopped her. ” 

“Sure enough, before the criminal could pull the trigger, he was already hit by the bullets from the heavy 

soldiers in the distance and fell to the ground on his back. ” 

“””Quick, look for …”” Zhao Yu ran over first and grabbed the shotgun from the corpse’s hand. ” 

“The two ladies understood and immediately searched for it. However, after searching for a long time, 

they did not find a mobile phone. They only found a walkie-talkie. ” 

“””Let’s go …”” Zhao Yu called out, and the three of them went deeper into the fish tank Hall. ” 

“At this moment, they heard someone’s exclamation from the other side of the hall.”” ” 

“””Don’t shoot, don’t shoot, it’s me, it’s me … Ah ah ah …”” ” 

“After a round of bullets, the person who had screamed just now was shot to the ground and could no 

longer be heard. ” 

F * ck … 

“Zhao Yu cursed in his heart. That’s bad, he even killed his own people … ” 

“He had thought that with londee’s death, the other party would be without a leader. He did not expect 

the situation to turn out like this … ” 

“Helplessly, they could only continue to flee in the hall that was filled with fish tanks. On the other side 

of the hall, the whistling sound of bullets was already coming from an even more intense direction. ” 

It was obvious that Jiang Kui’s men were engaged in a fierce battle with the heavy soldiers. 

“Of course, their strength was obvious, and they didn’t need to guess to know that these scoundrels 

were no match for the heavy soldiers at all. It wouldn’t take long for them to annihilate them all! ” 

“As Zhao Yu fled with the two ladies, he quickly opened the system in his mind, trying to find a few 

suitable props to deal with the situation. ” 



“However, at this moment, a burst of gunfire and chaos came from the front. He saw in despair that a 

team of heavy-armored soldiers had also appeared! ” 

Terrible! 

Ding Lan and Xi menna were also dumbfounded. They had not expected to be surrounded. 

 

Chapter 2003: What do you mean by drawing a circle? 

 

“Looking at the increasing number of red signals in his brain, Zhao Yu then realized that they had been 

surrounded by the heavily armed personnel, and there was no way to escape! ” 

No wonder londee was so confident and fearless before this! 

It was precisely because he had such a powerful backup that he did not put Jiang Kui in his eyes. He did 

not believe that Jiang Kui would dare to plot against him. 

“However, things were unpredictable. Even a cornered dog would jump over a wall. Londee’s 

overconfidence had caused him to reap what he had sown in the end. Now, he did not know anything! ” 

This guy … 

“Until now, Zhao Yu still couldn’t understand. Was power really that important? ” 

“Even if he wasn’t the richest man in the world, his wealth was still comparable to that of a country. He 

was already so old, so why did he still want to do such a radical and risky thing? ” 

Was it really just for the Supreme power? 

Or … 

No way … 

“Suddenly, a whimsical but extremely terrifying thought flashed through Zhao Yu’s mind. Could it be 

that there was an even more powerful person behind londee? ” 

Everything londee was doing now was only because he was forced to. 

That would be … 

Da da … 

??…… 

“With the sound of gunshots and screams, Zhao Yu didn’t have time to think anymore. He had to accept 

the reality that they were surrounded by the enemy, and there was no way out! ” 

“At that point, even if he had all those powerful items, he could only guarantee his own escape, but not 

Ding Lan and Xi menna’s safety. ” 



“””Brother-in-law …”” At this time, Ding Lan held Zhao Yu’s shoulder, panting heavily, and said,””later, 

I’ll lead them away, and you guys can take advantage of the chaos to escape!”” ” 

“””You must be joking!”” Zhao Yu cursed,””if we really wanted to lure the enemy away, I would be the 

one doing it. Why would I need you?!”” Um … Wait a minute …”” ” 

Ding Lan’s words suddenly reminded Zhao Yu. 

“Zhao Yu quickly opened the emergency device bar in his brain and glanced at the devices inside. Then, 

he carefully looked at the big hexagram in the middle of the system interface. ” 

“””Qian Kun, kun!”” ” 

Shuangkun incident! 

Oh … 

I understand now … 

“Zhao Yu’s mind was spinning, and as he looked at more and more enemies swarming towards him, his 

eyes became more and more determined … ” 

There was! 

“Since something big is going to happen today, I have to do my best! Let’s play the biggest game with 

them! ” 

“With that in mind, he quickly said to Ding Lan,””””Ding Lan, I have an idea! I can kill all of these people! 

However, you have to listen to me now!”” ” 

“””No… Don’t … Don’t lie to me …”” Ding Lan didn’t believe her. ” 

“””Have you forgotten how we survived at the house of sin?”” Zhao Yu roared, his eyes wide. Believe 

me, I can do it!”” ” 

“””Oh my God!”” “”You … You actually know about the house of sin? you … Have you been there?”” Xi 

menna asked in surprise. ” 

“””You …”” Zhao Yu turned around and shouted,””if you don’t want to die, then you have to listen to me 

now! ” 

“””Listen …”” Zhao Yu held Ding Lan’s hand with one hand and held Xi Mengna’s hand with the 

other.””Later, the two of you hide here and don’t go anywhere!”” ” 

“””Have you read Journey to the West?”” Zhao Yu drew a circle in the air.””I’ve drawn a circle for you. 

You’re not allowed to leave this circle!”” He said. After 5 minutes, I will eliminate all the enemies and 

come back to pick you up!”” ” 

“””Brother-in-law …”” Ding Lan pulled Zhao Yu back.””You … Can you stop joking? You were already 

crazy enough to rush over with a piece of glass just now! ” 

“””You still want to kill them all? ” 



“””Besides, who can you stop by drawing circles? They’ll be here soon! We … We’re not …”” ” 

“””I …”” Xi menna suddenly raised her hand and said,””I read Journey to the West when I was young, 

but I’ve forgotten about it now. What does drawing a circle mean?”” ” 

The two of them glared at Xi menna. 

“””Listen to me!”” Zhao Yu quickly gave Ding Lan a look.””Your brother-in-law still has a backup plan! Be 

good …”” ” 

“Then, Zhao Yu drew another circle in the air. While he was drawing the circle, he used more than ten 

devices in a row. ” 

“However, these devices were invisible, so Ding Lan and Xi menna couldn’t tell. ” 

“””Brother-in-law,”” Ding Lan held the gun and still didn’t believe Zhao Yu,””if you really had a backup 

plan, the three of us wouldn’t be in this state! ” 

“””How about this, let me go with you, okay?”” ” 

“””Shut up!”” In the end, Zhao Yu couldn’t help but shout, which attracted a few bullets, which whizzed 

past their heads. ” 

“At this time, the terrifying footsteps were getting closer and closer. It was obvious that a large number 

of enemies were about to arrive. ” 

“These enemies were obviously here to silence them. They wouldn’t talk nonsense with them at all. 

Even if they had bulletproof vests on, they wouldn’t be able to escape this calamity! ” 

“””Do you still remember mahazaya?”” Zhao Yu opened his arms and protected the two ladies like an 

eagle, then said to Ding Lan with determination,””I said I would come back to pick you up, so I will 

definitely come back to pick you up! If I say I can kill them, I can kill them! You just wait here! ” 

“””Also,”” Zhao Yu whispered into Ding Lan’s ear,””you have to keep an eye on this woman … Do you 

understand?!”” ” 

“””I … This …”” Ding Lan’s heart began to throb as she thought back to her time in Maha Zaya. ” 

“At that time, Zhao Yu was indeed a man of his word. He had finally solved the Goman child mystery, 

turned the situation around at the local Capitol, and rescued the French Juliet by himself … ” 

Then … 

“””Trust me!”” Zhao Yu’s eyes were determined, and his voice was firm. This made Ding Lan’s heart skip 

a beat. How was this still the ruffian detective, the heartless brother-in-law? ” 

He was simply a great hero that everyone admired! 

“Seeing that Ding Lan was no longer tearing at him, Zhao Yu turned around and rushed out of his cover 

with the shotgun. ” 

“””I heard in prison that …”” Zhao Yu’s aura was so strong that even Simone was affected. She looked in 

the direction that Zhao Yu had disappeared in and sighed with admiration.””Ever since the detective 



salon on the island of wondrous traces, the name ‘Mad Detective’ has also risen! Today, it seems … He 

…”” ” 

“In the end, just as the word “”he”” came out of Xi menna’s mouth, she saw Zhao Yu flying back in front 

of her and landing heavily on the ground that was filled with water! ” 

Pa … 

This fall was so bad that even his bones hurt! 

“Then, one of Jiang Kui’s men in a camouflage suit appeared behind the fish tank on the other side. 

Obviously, Zhao Yu had been knocked back by this guy. ” 

This … 

“In an instant, Ding Lan and Xi menna were dumbfounded. They could only feel dozens of crows cawing 

in their ears. ” 

“However, just as the enemy was about to approach the two ladies, he suddenly smelled something. He 

immediately covered his nose and screamed, his face showing a painful expression. ” 

“Then, taking advantage of this opening, Zhao Yu immediately jumped out of the water, raised his hand, 

and shot the guy with his shotgun! ” 

The powerful grapeshot shot sent the enemy flying backward. His body smashed into a huge fish tank 

and broke into pieces … 

?……?…… 

“Zhao Yu spat out a mouthful of blood and smiled awkwardly at Ding Lan and Xi Mengna, then 

explained,””””This is all part of my plan, don’t worry! Cough, cough …”” ” 

He coughed twice before he regained his energy and ran towards the depths of the hall … 

 

Chapter 2004: You’re a prisoner! 

 

Ding Lan and Xi menna hid in the shadow of the base of the fish tank. Each of them held a pistol and 

looked nervously at the tunnel in front of them. 

“Once an enemy was chasing them, they would immediately open fire. ” 

“””Impossible …”” Xi menna said with a trembling voice.””Unless we get help, he can’t … It’s impossible 

…”” ” 

“””Shush …”” Ding Lan shushed her in a low voice and said,””just wait if I tell you to. Stop talking 

nonsense …”” ” 

“As soon as Ding Lan finished speaking, she heard a loud shout from the depths of the fish tank Hall.”” ” 

“””Grandsons, your Grandpa is here!”” ” 



“As soon as he finished speaking, gunshots rang out in the hall, and it was a mess … ” 

Ding Lan had heard it clearly. This was obviously Zhao Yu’s shout. She could tell from the footsteps that 

most of the enemies had been attracted by Zhao Yu. 

“””Look …”” Xi menna held her gun and said to Ding Lan worriedly,””you fell for his trick, didn’t you?”” 

He only wanted to draw the enemy away! ” 

“””Shouldn’t … Shouldn’t we … Retreat?”” ” 

“””Shut up!”” Ding Lan glared at Xi menna.””Five minutes is still too early!”” ” 

“””…”” Xi menna clearly wanted to say something more, but suddenly, she heard footsteps coming from 

the tunnel in front of her. ” 

“When she heard the sound, she immediately raised her pistol and prepared to fight. ” 

“However, the footsteps had only taken a few steps when they suddenly heard someone shout in 

English,””””What … What is this smell? Why is it so smelly?”” ” 

“””Yeah …”” The other one seemed to be pinching his nose as he said,””is there poisonous gas?”” Ah … I 

can’t even open my eyes …”” ” 

“””Hurry … This way …”” ” 

“With a burst of exclamations, the footsteps of the two people gradually drifted away, and soon could 

not be heard anymore. ” 

This … 

“Xi menna and Ding Lan looked at each other, both in disbelief. ” 

“””Drawing a circle …”” After a while, Xi menna mumbled,””I remember now. The one who drew the 

circle should be Sun Wukong, right?”” ” 

“However, just as Xi menna finished speaking, there was a sudden change in the hall! ” 

“First of all, all the lights in the hall suddenly flickered in a hurry. It was a very frightening sight! ” 

“Then, a strong light suddenly came from somewhere deep in the hall! ” 

“At the same time, there was a crackling sound on the ground, and there was actually a flash of electric 

current … ” 

“””Ah!?”” ” 

“””Ah!”” Ding Lan and Xi menna cried out in alarm, finally realizing the danger. ” 

“It turned out that because a large number of fish tanks were shattered by bullets, the water in the fish 

tanks all flowed to the ground. It was unknown if there was a problem with the sewer here, but there 

was water everywhere that reached up to the ankle. ” 

“The water was seawater, so it was much more conductive than fresh water. Once you were 

electrocuted, you would definitely be shocked. ” 



“Seeing the lightning, Ding Lan and Xi menna quickly turned around to avoid it. ” 

“However, the speed of the electric current was not something that could be dodged easily. The water 

under the two ladies ‘feet instantly surged with electric light! ” 

Ah … 

The two of them were so shocked that they cried out in alarm and quickly scuttled to the base of the fish 

tank next to them! 

“Logically speaking, they should have been electrocuted by the current, but something strange 

happened. When they successfully climbed to the bottom of the fish tank, they didn’t feel any electric 

shock! ” 

“However, the living room was completely different. All the lights, including the fish tank lights, were 

flashing faster and faster! ” 

The electric current in the water sizzled … 

“Soon, the strong light in the depths of the hall suddenly dispersed, and at the same time, there was a 

loud noise. Sparks flew in all directions, and lightning flickered. There must have been an explosion! ” 

“In the end, after the explosion, all the lights in the hall went out, and the hall fell into a short period of 

darkness. ” 

“The flashing lightning also disappeared, and the hall fell silent, as if no sound could be heard! ” 

“There were no gunshots, no shouts, and no footsteps … ” 

It was deathly silent! 

Oh … 

Oh … 

“After a few seconds, Ding Lan and Xi menna finally sat up from the bottom of the fish tank. There was a 

burnt smell coming from the hall. Although all the lights were off, there was still light in the hall. What 

could they see? ” 

“””He …”” Xi menna’s eyes widened and she said with a trembling voice,””he really did it? He … Did he 

plug the electric cable into the water? So … He electrocuted everyone? Then …”” ” 

“””But …”” Ding Lan had also realized what Zhao Yu had done, but she subconsciously refused to believe 

it. “”Why are we fine?”” ” 

“””Maybe …”” Xi menna looked around and said,””we’re quite far away?”” ” 

“””Brother-in-law …”” Ding Lan clenched her fists, then walked down from the base and returned to the 

pool of water … ” 

“However, the moment Ding Lan entered the water, rustling sounds and even coughing could be heard 

from the depths of the hall … ” 



“””Ah!?”” ” 

“Xi menna was shocked. She quickly grabbed Ding Lan and said,””””What did I say? It was impossible to 

electrocute everyone to death with such a strong current! ” 

“””Go … If we don’t leave now, it’ll be too late!”” ” 

“””No!”” However, Ding Lan shook Xi menna off.””Brother-in-law told me to wait for him for five 

minutes! It’s not even five minutes yet …”” ” 

“””You’re so silly!”” “”There’s no way he’s still alive after such a strong electric current,”” Xi menna 

advised.””Everything he said before was a lie! ” 

“””What do you mean by drawing a circle? what five minutes? what he means is for us to leave 

quickly!”” ” 

“””No!”” Ding Lan felt as if her body had been sucked dry, but she still gritted her teeth and said,””I … 

I’m going to find him!!!”” ” 

“””You’re crazy!”” “”The enemy will wake up soon!”” Xi menna shouted. Zhao Yu used his life to save us, 

so you can’t jump into the fire pit again! Don’t you cherish it?”” ” 

“””Hu … Hu …”” Ding Lan panted heavily, a cold glint in her eyes. ” 

“””Good! Alright!”” Xi menna raised her gun and said to Ding Lan,””at least we’ve been a mermaid 

together. I’m going all out today!”” I’ll go with you! Let’s go!”” ” 

“””Alright!”” Ding Lan turned to leave. ” 

“However, as soon as she turned around, Xi menna’s expression changed. She turned her gun, aimed at 

the back of Ding Lan’s head, and pulled the trigger without hesitation! ” 

Bang! Bang! 

“The bullets were aimed at Ding Lan, but she didn’t expect that, despite her emotional state, Ding Lan 

was already on guard against this sinister woman. She tilted her head slightly and dodged the bullets. ” 

“Then, she turned around and broke Xi menna’s pistol on the ground. At the same time, she pressed her 

against a fish tank that was still standing. ” 

“””You actually dared to plot Against Me!”” Ding Lan reached out and pressed Xi menna’s face against 

the glass. ” 

“””Hmph!”” However, even though Xi menna’s plan had failed, she still shouted in exasperation,””I’m 

not as infatuated as you. If you want to die, why are you dragging me down?”” ” 

“””Have you forgotten your identity? You are a prisoner!”” Ding Lan shouted and pointed the gun at Xi 

menna’s head. ” 

Cough cough … Cough cough … 

“Just as the two women were arguing, the coughs and noises in the hall became more and more 

frequent. It was clear that the terrifying enemies were slowly waking up … ” 



 

Chapter 2005: The goddess of Fury 

 

“””Let me go!”” Even though Ding Lan had a gun to her head, Xi menna still shouted in anger,””if you kill 

me, no one in this world will know the secret of the Treasury!”” ” 

Thump! 

“Ding Lan pressed down on Xi Mengna, knocking the fish tank against the ground. ” 

“””I’m telling you, I don’t care about the Treasury!”” Ding Lan grabbed Xi menna’s neck, put a gun to her 

neck, and pulled her out of the fish tank.””You’re my prisoner now. Wherever I go, you’ll follow! ” 

“””Now, come with me to find Zhao Yu!”” ” 

“Then, Ding Lan took Xi Mengna with her and wanted to continue looking for Zhao Yu. ” 

“However, Xi menna was no pushover either. Using Ding Lan’s strength, she suddenly lifted her long leg 

and, with an unbelievable trajectory, struck Ding Lan’s shoulder from behind! ” 

Ah … 

“Ding Lan stumbled forward from the kick, and Xi menna seized the opportunity to grab her wrist and 

throw her over her shoulder, throwing Ding Lan to the ground. ” 

Crack … 

“For some reason, the clip of the pistol fell out of the gun … ” 

“””Argh! Zhao Yu is dead, wake up!”” The Furious Xi menna threw a punch at Ding Lan’s face. ” 

“Her Kung Fu wasn’t weak, and her punch was extremely sharp. If it hit, Ding Lan would definitely be 

severely injured. ” 

“However, Ding Lan was still a professionally trained agent. Even though she was at a disadvantage, she 

still managed to block Xi menna’s fist. ” 

“Then, she twisted her body in the muddy water, stepped on the glass of the fish tank, and spun, then 

kicked Xi menna in the face. ” 

“Although Xi menna blocked it with her arm, she was still kicked half a step away. ” 

“Taking advantage of this opening, Ding Lan jumped up from the ground and threw a whirlwind kick at Xi 

menena. ” 

“Without hesitation, Xi menna kicked Ding Lan’s right leg away, and then with a midair kick, she went 

straight for Ding Lan’s face! ” 

“Ding Lan could have used both her hands to block, but to show off her strength, she performed a 

beautiful sky kick with her left leg, and actually managed to take Xi menna’s attack head on! ” 



Pa … 

The two legs collided with a sharp and crisp sound. Xi menna was obviously at a disadvantage. She was 

the first to pull back her long leg and looked like she was in pain. 

“However, for some reason, Xi menna seemed to be competing with him. As soon as she pulled back her 

leg, her other leg struck out again. ” 

“This time, Ding Lan didn’t waste any more time. Instead, with a hook of her left hand and a pull of her 

right hand, she lifted Xi menna’s long legs and pushed her against the fish tank again. Her long legs were 

almost touching her face! ” 

“””Ah …”” Xi menna was on the verge of going crazy. One of her legs was in the air, but the other was 

still in the air, and her knee was aimed at Ding Lan’s waist! ” 

Oh … 

“Ding Lan stumbled, and Xi menna caught her. The two of them fell to the ground almost at the same 

time! ” 

“Not only was there muddy water on the ground, but there were also many broken glass pieces, as well 

as coral and other things used for the scenery. As soon as the two fell to the ground, their bodies were 

immediately cut by the sharp glass and coral. ” 

“However, the two girls were already fighting until their eyes were red. They could not care about the 

pain on their bodies at all. They fought with all their might in the water, one punch and one kick, and the 

fight was very soul-stirring! ” 

“However, there was still a clear gap between their strength. As time went on, Ding Lan’s advantage 

became more and more obvious. She didn’t have a fixed move, so she countered it with ease and aimed 

for her opponent’s vital points with every move. ” 

“However, Xi menna was obviously at a professional level. Her moves were all standard, and many of 

them were common moves that Ding Lan could easily see through. ” 

“Just like that, after the two of them exchanged more than 20 moves in the water, Ding Lan locked Xi 

menna’s neck and one of her arms with a chokehold! ” 

“As Ding Lan tightened her grip, Xi menna’s arm made cracking sounds, as if it was about to break. ” 

“””Ah … Ah …”” Xi menna screamed in pain. She picked up a piece of broken glass from the ground and 

stabbed it into Ding Lan’s arm without thinking! ” 

Ding Lan was quick to react. She immediately let go of her arm and grabbed Xi menna’s wrist. 

“Xi menna struggled madly. The two of them first hit the glass of the fish tank with a thud, and then fell 

into the water again. ” 

“””Ah …”” This time, Ding Lan was completely enraged. She turned Xi menna’s wrist around so that the 

glass in her hand was stuck to her shoulder! ” 

“Then, Ding Lan smashed the glass with all her might, and the glass pierced into Xi menna’s shoulder. ” 



“””Ah …”” Xi menna screamed and kicked her legs wildly, struggling with all her might. ” 

“However, Ding Lan did not give her any more chances. First, she gave Xi menna a backhanded punch, 

then pulled her up from the ground and hit her on the back with her palm! ” 

“The agents had been specially trained. With this palm, Xi menna’s eyes rolled back and she fell 

unconscious … ” 

Huchi … Huchi … 

Ding Lan held onto Xi Mengna’s body and panted heavily. She felt a burning pain on her back and the 

bottom of her feet. She had clearly been cut by the glass and coral. 

“””Sis … Brother-in-law …”” Ding Lan was worried about Zhao Yu’s safety, so she couldn’t care less about 

the pain. ” 

“She laid Simone flat on the ground. In order to prevent her head from choking to death in the water, 

she also placed her head on one of the dead bodies … ” 

“At this moment, the hall gradually became noisy. It was obvious that the enemies who had been 

electrocuted earlier had begun to wake up. ” 

“If Ding Lan chose to look for Zhao Yu, it would naturally be an extremely dangerous choice. ” 

“However, Ding Lan still rushed into the hall without hesitation … ” 

Oh … 

Cough cough … 

Cough cough … 

“The hall was filled with noise. The enemies who had been electrocuted were indeed slowly waking up. 

Some were moaning, some were coughing, and some were choking on water … ” 

“When Ding Lan saw this, an unprecedented look of ruthlessness appeared in her eyes! ” 

“She casually picked up an Advanced Rifle belonging to a heavily-armed soldier, then kicked out and 

knocked out an enemy who was waking up in the water! ” 

“Then, she rushed into the depths of the hall, where the fire of bullets and the clean but terrifying sound 

of M16’s click-clack could be heard … ” 

…… 

“At the same time, Zhao Yu had no idea that his sister-in-law, Ding Lan, was already in a rage. She was in 

the hall where londee had been attacked, and she was looking for something! ” 

Zhao Yu was looking for three things in total: 

“First, the laptop that contained the rare earth research formula; Even though londee was dead, this 

top-secret document could not fall into the hands of others. ” 



“Second, the phone in curly hair’s hand. As long as he found the phone, Zhao Yu would be able to 

contact the outside world, and at the same time, inform Lee Bencheng not to kill londee’s family. ” 

“The third person was Jiang Kui himself! This person was the main culprit. Even if he was dead, he had to 

find his body. ” 

“However, when Zhao Yu turned on the invisible flashlight and looked around the hall, he was extremely 

depressed to find that he couldn’t find any of the three items! ” 

There wasn’t even a corpse of curly hair … 

“What was even stranger was that even Yusoff was nowhere to be found. After searching for half a day, 

he only found londee’s corpse. ” 

“At that moment, the walkie-talkie that Zhao Yu had found on the enemy’s body suddenly rang, and a 

gloomy man’s voice came from it. ” 

“””I saw Jiang Kui in the engine room. Send a team over immediately. We can’t let him get away, or else 

… None of us will be able to explain ourselves!”” ” 

Zhao Yu recognized the voice immediately. It was the voice of the curly-haired man. 

Oh … 

He immediately understood that curly hair’s identity wasn’t simple. Perhaps these heavy-armored 

personnel were all under his command! 

“””Listen up,”” curly hair said into the walkie-talkie the next second.””The water park is about to 

explode. I want you to complete all your missions within three minutes and evacuate with the explosion. 

If you’re late, don’t even think about going home …”” ” 

 

Chapter 2006: How do I get to the computer room? 

 

“Ever since he had entered the secret room for the first time, Zhao Yu had noticed that there were 

several cables hanging in the corridor. ” 

“Therefore, when he found out that he had been surrounded, he thought of a counterattack plan. ” 

“He saw that the ground was full of water after the fish tank was broken. If the wires were tied into the 

water, it would electrocute everyone in the hall! ” 

“To be honest, Zhao Yu didn’t do it on a whim, but had experienced it once in the detective salon on the 

island of wondrous traces. ” 

“At that time, someone had deliberately filled the kitchen with water, then used an electric grenade to 

knock out all the detectives, while Zhao Yu had escaped with the invisible lightning rod. ” 

“Now, the entire underground hall was similar to the kitchen, so Zhao Yu thought of this. ” 



“However, the current situation was a little complicated. If Zhao Yu wanted to succeed, he still had to 

pay attention to many things. For example, what about Ding Lan and Xi Mengna? And how he could 

avoid the enemy and reach the cable smoothly … ” 

“So, after the plan started, Zhao Yu gave the two women invisible lightning protection needles and 

invisible breathing devices. ” 

“At the same time, he also released several stink bombs at the two ladies! ” 

“In this way, it was equivalent to using the odor bomb to temporarily protect the two ladies. No wonder 

Zhao Yu had mentioned the drawing of the circle and asked them not to leave! ” 

“Then, Zhao Yu rushed towards the enemy and deliberately shouted to lure the enemy to his side. But, 

just as the enemy was about to surround him, he used the invisible cloak and spring launcher 

combination. ” 

“As soon as Zhao Yu used his invisibility cloak, the enemies were confused. They could only hear Zhao 

Yu’s roar, but couldn’t see him. Out of curiosity, they all chased after Zhao Yu. ” 

Zhao Yu passed through the crowd and successfully jumped in front of the cable wire. 

The next thing was much easier. He pulled the electric cable down and directly dropped it into the 

water. 

“The powerful electric current entered the water and immediately enveloped the surrounding enemies 

in electric light. Then, the cables short-circuited and exploded. Many of the enemies were electrocuted 

to death or knocked out! ” 

“As for Zhao Yu, because he had the protection of the lightning protection needle, he was not affected. 

All the electric currents avoided his body, so he was not electrocuted! ” 

“Just like that, Zhao Yu didn’t go back on his words. He really took care of all the enemies in one move! ” 

“Logically speaking, he should have gone back to find Ding Lan and Xi menna after he was done, then 

left this place as soon as possible to get help. ” 

“After all, a large portion of the enemies had only been electrocuted, and it wouldn’t be long before 

they woke up again. ” 

“However, Zhao Yu was confident in his abilities. He was worried about the rare earth metal formula, so 

he went to the hall to check out the situation. ” 

“In the end, not only did they not find the laptop, but they also received a shocking piece of news 

through the walkie-talkie. The enemy had actually installed explosives in the water park! ” 

It turned out that they wanted to use the chaos at the water park to attract the police’s attention and 

then escape … 

“Zhao Yu had come from the water park before, so he knew that there were many tourists there. Once 

an explosion occurred, it would definitely cause a lot of casualties! ” 

“Furthermore, curly hair had also said that there were only three minutes left. What should he do? ” 



It was obviously unrealistic to go to the water park to find explosives in three minutes! 

“In that case … It seemed like he only had one solution left, and that was to quickly find curly hair. Since 

curly hair had said that, perhaps he knew how to stop the explosion? ” 

But … 

“Suddenly, Zhao Yu hesitated, because he had already realized that the enemies who had been 

electrocuted by the electric shocks were showing signs of waking up. He was worried that if he delayed 

for too long, it would affect the safety of Ding Lan and the other man. ” 

“However, if he didn’t go, the water park would be in big trouble … ” 

AI! 

“At this point, Zhao Yu finally understood the power of the double kun hexagram. If he didn’t finish this 

big event, it wouldn’t stop! ” 

Alright! 

“Zhao Yu looked at his watch. He had promised Ding Lan that he would be back in five minutes, and 

there were three minutes left. ” 

“In these 3 minutes, he might as well give it his all! ” 

Oh … 

“Just as he thought of this, one of the enemy’s subordinates, Jiang Kui, slowly woke up and groaned. ” 

“Zhao Yu quickly went over and asked him in English,””Hey, brother, how do I get to the computer 

room?”” ” 

“The enemy was still in a daze. Hearing Zhao Yu’s question, he didn’t even think and pointed at a narrow 

corridor inside the hall. ” 

“””Oh, thank you!”” After saying thank you, Zhao Yu gave the man a punch and knocked him out again. ” 

“Then, Zhao Yu picked up an Advanced Rifle from the ground, then ran towards the engine room with all 

his might. ” 

“As he was running, Zhao Yu felt a little remorseful. Earlier, he had electrocuted all the enemies with the 

electric cable, so he thought he was safe, and had made the invisibility cloak disappear on its own. ” 

“If he had known that there would be another calamity, he would have spent some points to extend the 

invisibility cloak. ” 

“Time was of the essence, and the enemy was in danger. He had to go all out and solve the problem as 

quickly as possible. He couldn’t afford to waste a single second. ” 

“However, this invisibility cloak was already the last one, and it was no longer in the device bar. ” 

Zhao Yu had no choice but to use the life detector to find the enemy’s location. 



“Fortunately, the so-called engine room was not difficult to find. When he was halfway through the 

narrow passage, the life detector had already detected two life signals that were moving at high speed. ” 

“At the same time, the invisible detector also responded. It found that there were many electronic 

devices in the place where the two life signals were. ” 

Those electronic devices were arranged in an orderly manner. This should be the so-called computer 

room! 

“And if he was not wrong, these two life signals should be … ” 

“Just as Zhao Yu was looking through the information, he quickly found another piece of good news, 

which was that the two men did not have any firearms on them. ” 

This is good! 

“Zhao Yu looked at his rifle, then pulled the bolt and ran towards the house. ” 

“The result, however, however … ” 

“An unexpected accident disrupted Zhao Yu’s rhythm. Just as Zhao Yu stood at the door with a gun in his 

hand, he saw a huge black shadow flying towards him! ” 

Duang…… 

“With a muffled sound, Zhao Yu was knocked to the ground by a person who was flying sideways. Not 

only was he dizzy, but his rifle also flew out of his hand. ” 

F * ck! 

What was going on? 

“Zhao Yu quickly kicked the man, but was shocked to find that the person who had knocked him down 

was none other than the culprit, Jiang Kui! ” 

“Looking further away, they saw curly hair standing tall with his hands above his head. He was even 

holding a computer monitor in his hand, which he threw at the two of them! ” 

F * ck! 

Dogshit! 

“””Ah!”” Zhao Yu and Jiang Kui exclaimed at the same time and immediately separated to the left and 

right. The monitor fell to the ground and shattered into pieces. ” 

“””It can’t be?”” “”You … You’re not dead yet?!”” Curly hair exclaimed, staring at Zhao Yu in disbelief. ” 

“Normally, Zhao Yu would have acted cool, but now, he was lying on the ground, trying to get his rifle 

back. ” 

“However, when he finally found the rifle and was about to reach out, Jiang Kui kicked the rifle out into 

the corridor … ” 

 



Chapter 2007: Three heads against each other 

 

“””Yup!”” After kicking away the rifle, Jiang Kui held his shoulder and looked at Zhao Yu in 

surprise.””Why are you not dead yet? How many lives do you have?”” ” 

“Zhao Yu saw that Jiang Kui’s shoulder was bleeding, and he must have been shot. ” 

“Jiang Kui’s appearance had also undergone a huge change. After removing the fake scar, Jiang Kui was 

obviously much younger than before, and many features of an Easterner had appeared on his face. ” 

Zhao Yu had gotten some information about Jiang Kui from li Bencheng. The man was indeed of mixed 

blood. 

“On the other side, curly hair’s clothes were torn, his body was covered in mud, and his hair was 

disheveled. He had clearly engaged in a life-and-death battle with Jiang Kui! ” 

“Jiang Kui had killed long di, and curly hair was long Di’s assistant. Therefore, curly hair wanted to kill 

Jiang Kui! ” 

Curly hair? 

“Zhao Yu glared at curly hair. He wanted to ask him about the bullet rolling incident, but under such 

circumstances, curly hair wouldn’t say anything. ” 

“Seeing that the time was almost up, he had to quickly take down curly hair and ask him how to close 

the bullet! ” 

“Then, Zhao Yu turned around and was about to jump out of the house to pick up the rifle. Only by 

getting a weapon could he make the other party surrender as quickly as possible. ” 

“However, Jiang Kui was not easy to deal with. When he saw that Zhao Yu was about to move, he 

immediately tripped Zhao Yu and tried to grab the gun in front of Zhao Yu! ” 

“However, before he could even take a step, a computer slightly flew over from behind and smashed 

into his back. ” 

“Oh, ah … ” 

“””You bastard!”” Jiang Kui fell to the ground and scolded,””do you only know how to smash things?”” ” 

“As soon as he finished speaking, curly hair had already rushed in front of the two of them. He kicked 

Jiang Kui and Zhao Yu away with his left and right feet, while he stood at the door! ” 

“Next, curly hair made an extremely domineering move. He closed the door of the computer room and 

said fiercely to the two,””””Today, none of you can leave!”” ” 

Waa … 

“In the end, just as curly hair finished speaking, Zhao Yu rushed forward and pounced on curly hair! ” 



“Zhao Yu was in a rush to save curly hair, so he didn’t want to waste a second. He didn’t waste any time 

and started fighting curly hair! ” 

“However, since curly hair was londee’s proud subordinate, he was naturally more capable than 

ordinary people. Seeing Zhao Yu pounce on him, he dodged and jumped up, performing a Swift and 

fierce kick. In the blink of an eye, his kick was in front of Zhao Yu from an unbelievable angle. ” 

“””Ah!?”” ” 

“Zhao Yu was shocked and quickly raised his hand to block, but the other party was very strong. After 

the hit, Zhao Yu felt a burning pain in his arms and took half a step back. ” 

BOOM! 

“After kicking Zhao Yu, curly hair also fell heavily to the ground. ” 

“It turned out that the sinister Jiang Kui hadn’t been idle either. At the same time curly hair attacked, he 

swept his leg and knocked curly hair to the ground. ” 

“””Hey, detective,”” Jiang Kui shouted,””the enemy of my enemy is my friend. Can we work together 

and kill this guy first before we talk about our business?”” This guy is too difficult to deal with!”” ” 

“””You!”” Curly hair threw him a look of disdain. ” 

“Zhao Yu thought for a moment and suddenly saw a turning point. He quickly said to curly hair,””””Curly 

hair, close the rolling bullets at the water park immediately. I’ll help you kill Jiang Kui!”” ” 

“””You!”” Curly hair was shocked.””How did you know about the rolling bullet? How is that possible?”” ” 

“””Zhao Yu, can’t you tell?”” Jiang Kui’s eyes widened like copper bells.””It won’t do you any good if I 

die! Londee’s men have already surrounded this place. If you don’t kill curly hair with me, you’re going 

to die!”” ” 

“””Hmph!”” Zhao Yu snorted,””you don’t have to worry about that. I’ve already taken care of londee’s 

men!”” ” 

“””Ah?”” Curly hair was about to go crazy.””Don’t brag here! It’s impossible …”” ” 

“””Why is it impossible?”” Zhao Yu glared at him.””You’ve been calling for a long time. Did anyone 

answer you? My people have already arrived!”” ” 

“””Ah?”” This time, curly hair was so scared that he staggered and was about to go crazy. ” 

“””It can’t be?”” Jiang Kui’s face was also pale with fear. ” 

“””How is it?”” Zhao Yu said,””as long as you turn off the bullet, I will help you deal with Jiang Kui and let 

you go!”” ” 

“””You’re talking nonsense!”” Curly hair cursed, but his hand subconsciously touched the walkie-talkie. 

Obviously, he was thinking about Zhao Yu’s words. ” 

“””Zhao Yu!”” Jiang Kui was also frightened and quickly said to Zhao Yu,””I’ll tell you the truth! Lee 

Bencheng’s son is still alive, and I’ve locked him up in a secret place! ” 



“””If you help me get rid of curly hair, I’ll hand over his son!”” ” 

“””You’re talking nonsense! “”Ah …”” This time, curly hair couldn’t take it anymore. He raised his leg and 

kicked at Jiang Kui. At the same time, he shouted hysterically at him,””if li Bencheng’s son was still alive, 

how could you have killed Mr. Londee?!”” You bastard, ah …”” ” 

“Curly hair pounced towards Jiang Kui, but Zhao Yu didn’t stay idle. He picked up a metal chair and 

smacked curly hair’s back! ” 

“At the same time, Jiang Kui was also kicked by curly hair! ” 

“””Right!”” Zhao Yu pointed at curly hair and said,””you’re right. Jiang Kui is indeed lying! However, let’s 

talk about the rolling of bullets first! ” 

“””How about this, as long as you turn off Yadan, I’ll ask Lee Bencheng to release londee’s family!”” ” 

“””Ah …”” ” 

“At the mention of londee, curly hair flew into a rage. He leaped up like a carp and started fighting with 

Zhao Yu. ” 

“Curly hair’s punches and kicks were fierce, and his Kung Fu was even better than li Bencheng ‘s. Within 

a few moves, Zhao Yu was at a disadvantage. ” 

“But at that moment, Jiang Kui jumped up from the ground and hit curly hair from behind, causing curly 

hair and Zhao Yu to crash onto the table! ” 

The violent impact immediately caused the computer on the table to crash … 

“””I said, his son is alive!”” Jiang Kui picked up the computer case and angrily smashed it at curly hair. At 

the same time, he roared,””let me tell you, I killed londee because I couldn’t stand his arrogance! ” 

“””He thinks that this world is still the world when he was the only one in the world … Ah …”” ” 

“Curly hair lifted his long leg and kicked Jiang Kui’s chest, sending him flying and crashing to the ground. 

” 

Zhao Yu pressed curly hair under him and punched him in the back of his head. 

“However, curly hair didn’t care. He grabbed Zhao Yu’s calf with both hands, and Zhao Yu fell backward 

onto the computer table. The things on the table flew all over the place and were in a mess. ” 

Ah … 

Ah … 

Ah … 

“As such, the three of them seemed to have gone crazy. Like comets hitting the earth, they began to 

fight fiercely! ” 

“Jiang Kui had finally managed to hit curly hair, but Zhao Yu had sent him flying with the monitor. But in 

the next second, curly hair had thrown Zhao Yu onto the ground … ” 



“Just like that, the three of them fought in a circle, like a violent storm and stormy waves. You punch 

me, I kick you, you slap me, I punch you … ” 

“In the time it took for a spark to fly off a Flint, the three of them had actually fought for dozens of 

rounds, almost destroying all the equipment in the computer room, but it was still difficult to determine 

the winner. ” 

“Even though curly hair’s Kung Fu was the best, he couldn’t do anything because of Zhao Yu and Jiang 

Kui’s suppression. ” 

“However, Jiang Kui and Zhao Yu couldn’t gain any advantage either. After a long time, the two of them 

became anxious. ” 

“Jiang Kui was focused on escaping, while Zhao Yu was thinking about rolling bullets. The time was 

almost up, and if he couldn’t subdue curly hair soon, it would definitely be too late! ” 

“Hence, Zhao Yu did not hold back any more tricks. He was ready to use all his energy booster, invisible 

itinerant device, odor bomb, and other devices to take down the two men. ” 

“In the end, at this moment, a new accident happened. ” 

“The closed door of the engine room was suddenly slammed open from the outside, and three heavily 

armed personnel with advanced rifles barged in, shouting at the same time,””””Don’t move! Don’t 

move!”” ” 

 

Chapter 2008: My interest 

 

No way? 

“Seeing that the three heavily-armed men were all curly hair’s men, Zhao Yu’s mood suddenly 

plummeted to the bottom. ” 

“Even though he was wearing a bulletproof vest, these enemies all had their own unique skills and were 

not easy to deal with. Besides, the bomb was so close to the explosion that even if he could defeat 

them, it would be too late! ” 

“Seeing his subordinates arrive, curly hair immediately perked up. He immediately shook off Jiang Kui 

and Zhao Yu, exposing them to the muzzle. Then, he shouted at his three subordinates,”” ” 

“””Hurry, there’s not much time left! Kill them! Shoot!”” ” 

“The three underlings heard the order and immediately aimed at Zhao Yu and Jiang Kui, ready to shoot. 

” 

“In the end, before they could fire their guns, there was a sudden thud behind them. The enemy at the 

back fell to the ground with blood spurting out from his back! ” 

“””Ah!?”” ” 



“The other two men were shocked and hurriedly aimed their guns outside the door. However, someone 

had already rushed in from outside the door and blocked the first enemy’s rifle. Then, he raised his leg 

and kicked the other enemy, sending him back into the house … ” 

“””Waa!?”” ” 

“Zhao Yu recognized her immediately. She was his sister-in-law, Ding Lan! ” 

He didn’t expect Ding Lan to rush here! It was obvious that she was worried about him … 

Ding Lan … 

“Zhao Yu was touched. Ding Lan knew that he might have been electrocuted to death by the electric 

cable, but she still came to look for him. ” 

“Zhao Yu immediately rushed forward and pressed the enemy who had been kicked by Ding Lan to the 

ground, trying to grab his rifle. ” 

“How could curly hair remain calm this time? He immediately kicked Zhao Yu, but just as he flew up, 

Jiang Kui appeared from the side and used his shoulder to hit curly hair. ” 

“Then, the two of them crashed into Zhao Yu, then fell to the ground together. ” 

“””Pa La La …”” ” 

“The rifles fell apart, and the three men fell to the ground in different positions. ” 

“However, after they fell, the three of them did not stay idle. They continued to fight with their fists and 

feet, and even before they got up, they started to fight. ” 

“At this moment, Ding Lan grabbed the enemy’s rifle. She twisted her right wrist, pointed the muzzle 

down, and fired a bullet, accurately hitting the enemy’s foot. ” 

Ah … 

“The enemy let out a blood-curdling screech as he lost his momentum. Ding Lan seized the opportunity 

and, after three punches and two kicks, smacked him in the face with the butt of her gun, knocking him 

out on the spot … ” 

“Ding Lan turned around and pulled the trigger at the last enemy on the ground. Unfortunately, she had 

already run out of bullets. ” 

“So, Ding Lan quickly bent down to pick up the rifle of the enemy who had fainted, but to her surprise, 

the last enemy had already gotten up from the ground and was rushing over. ” 

“As soon as Ding Lan picked up the gun, the enemy kicked it away, sending it flying into the corridor 

outside. ” 

Whoosh … 

“Then, the enemy pulled out a dagger that glinted coldly and went straight for Ding Lan. ” 



“””Ding Lan …”” Zhao Yu shouted at Ding Lan in Chinese as he fought curly hair.””Quick!”” They’ve 

placed bullets in the water park. We have to take down this curly hair as soon as possible!”” ” 

“Who knew that curly hair could actually understand Chinese? he immediately blocked Jiang Kui’s fist 

and Zhao Yu’s leg, then roared evilly, ” 

“””What’s the use of capturing me? It’s a time bomb, and it will explode when the time is up. No one 

can stop it!”” ” 

“””Ah?”” Zhao Yu was shocked and disappointed. He gritted his teeth and roared,””then I’ll let you die 

with me! Ah …”” ” 

Zhao Yu pounced on curly hair angrily and launched a fierce attack. 

“””I should be the one saying that! I’m going to make you die with them! “”Roar …”” Curly hair gritted 

his teeth and fought Zhao Yu. ” 

“At this moment, the most helpless person was undoubtedly Jiang Kui himself. ” 

“He stole a glance and saw that the mermaid Ding Lan had already arrived. There was also one of curly 

hair’s subordinates at the scene, which meant that they all had helpers. ” 

“Once one of them succeeds, I will definitely not have a good ending. So, I’d better escape as soon as 

possible! ” 

“Thinking of this, he feigned weakness and was kicked out by curly hair. He rolled to the door. ” 

“Then, the guy’s eyes lit up and he ran out of the computer room and into the corridor! ” 

“One must know that Jiang Kui had gone to the corridor. Not only had he escaped, but there was also a 

rifle that could be used in the corridor! Once this guy got the gun, the consequences would be 

unimaginable … ” 

“Zhao Yu quickly reminded curly hair,””””Hey! We can’t let him get away! Still not chasing?”” ” 

“Of course, curly hair thought the same, but he was in the middle of an intense battle with Zhao Yu. If he 

chased after Zhao Yu, he was afraid that he would be ambushed by Zhao Yu. ” 

“In the end, just as the two of them were hesitating, another clear gunshot was heard from the corridor! 

” 

Bang! Bang! 

“This gunshot was obviously a little special and immediately attracted everyone’s attention. Everyone 

looked towards the sound and saw Jiang Kui, who had just rushed out of the corridor, running back 

dejectedly. Moreover, his body was shaking. ” 

“””F * ck …”” He cursed, then slowly fell to the ground with his back against the door. ” 

Only then did the crowd see that Jiang Kui’s abdomen was bleeding. He had been shot! 

It’s broken! 



“Seeing that Jiang Kui had been shot, Zhao Yu instinctively realized that curly hair’s subordinates must 

have arrived outside. He didn’t give any chance to explain and immediately rushed forward, wanting to 

grab curly hair’s neck and restrain him. ” 

“However, curly hair wasn’t stupid. He grabbed Zhao Yu’s wrist and started fighting with him again. ” 

“However, at this moment, a hunchbacked figure suddenly appeared at the door. The moment the 

person appeared, he immediately fired a shot into the sky. ” 

Bang … 

“After the gunshot, the scene instantly fell silent. Everyone turned around and was shocked to see that 

the person who walked in was none other than the tribal chief, yousufu! ” 

It was actually him? 

“You SUFU’s body was covered in mud, and she was holding a gun in her hand. Her body was trembling 

like a candle in the wind, but her eyes were cold and fierce. ” 

“””F * ck! Chieftain, you’re still alive?”” ” 

Zhao Yu was shocked and quickly separated from curly hair. Ding Lan and the enemy also stopped and 

looked at you SUFU. 

“””Hmph! Zhao Yu! Don’t try to get close to me! ” 

“””You’re really cruel. I saw it all just now. You’d rather save Xi Wei’s daughter than me …”” You SUFU 

scanned the room with the gun. After observing the situation, she pointed at something on her waist 

and said,””this is the interest. Okay, you guys can continue! As long as that Jiang guy is dead …”” ” 

“As he spoke, he shot a cold glance at Jiang Kui, who had been shot and was lying on the ground. Then, 

he slowly and shakily left the door, walking far away … ” 

Zhao Yu saw clearly that the laptop with the rare earth formulas was hanging on his waist. He didn’t 

expect that this thing would actually end up in his hands. 

“””I’m an old F * cking thing!”” Zhao Yu shouted,””come back here! You’re already in this state, where 

are you going to run to? hey …”” ” 

“Before Zhao Yu could finish, curly hair suddenly exploded and started fighting with Zhao Yu again. ” 

“Seeing this, Ding Lan also started fighting with the dagger-wielding enemy again … ” 

 

Chapter 2009: I should be the one saying that 

 

“Eh? Hey, hey, hey … ” 

The enemy who was fighting Ding Lan with a dagger suddenly felt an unbearable itch all over his body. 



“Originally, his ability was slightly inferior to Ding Lan ‘s, but because of his sharp dagger, he still had a 

thrilling fight with Ding Lan. In the blink of an eye, they had exchanged more than ten rounds. ” 

“However, this sudden itch made him twitch and writhe, throwing him into confusion. ” 

“Ding Lan’s eyes lit up. She immediately seized the opportunity to grab the wrist of the man who was 

holding the knife, and then did a classic shoulder throw, throwing the enemy to the ground. ” 

“A battle between experts often happened in the blink of an eye. After the enemy fell, Ding Lan grabbed 

the dagger and stabbed it into the enemy’s lower abdomen! ” 

Oh … 

“Before the enemy could cry out in pain, Ding Lan had already pulled out a dagger and cut his neck. 

After that, the enemy could no longer cry out in shock, but his eyes were filled with great fear … ” 

“Zhao Yu was getting more and more courageous. Although he was fighting curly hair, he had the upper 

hand. ” 

That was because curly hair’s body was also twisted and crooked at the same time. He was also feeling 

the unbearable itch. 

Waya! 

“Zhao Yu’s attack speed became faster and faster, and his attacks became fiercer and fiercer. Curly hair 

managed to Parry Zhao Yu’s attacks, relying on his rich experience. ” 

“However, it was too late. Just as he turned around, he felt a cold sensation on the back of his thigh. He 

had been stabbed by a dagger that had flown from a distance. His legs went soft, and he knelt down in 

front of Zhao Yu! ” 

“Zhao Yu, who was in the middle of fighting, kicked him in the face. ” 

“After he fell to the ground, he wailed in pain as the dagger touched his leg. It hurt just looking at him. ” 

“However, before he could make a sound, Ding Lan strangled him from behind! ” 

Ah … 

“Curly hair cried out in alarm. In a moment of desperation, he actually pulled out the dagger on his leg 

and stabbed it fiercely at Ding Lan. ” 

“But, just as he raised his dagger in the air, Zhao Yu suddenly descended from the sky and stomped on 

his injured thigh! ” 

Wuwuwuwuwuwu … 

“This time, curly hair was in so much pain that his heart was torn apart. Tears came out and the dagger 

stopped in midair. ” 

“Ding Lan’s eyes and hands were sharp. She made a half-turn in the air. While her body was still in the 

air, her hands had already clamped down on curly hair’s wrist. She turned the dagger around and 

stabbed it into curly hair’s other leg! ” 



Ah … 

“This time, curly hair didn’t stand a chance. He screamed in pain and almost fainted, but his neck was 

suddenly clamped tightly by Zhao Yu! ” 

“””Hurry up and tell me!”” Zhao Yu roared like a madman,””where’s the bullet? Speak!”” ” 

“””Oh … Oh …”” Curly hair twisted his body in pain, then glared at Zhao Yu and said,””the bomb 

exploded! Hmph, Hmph, Hmph …”” ” 

“As Zhao Yu didn’t have a watch, he could only pull up curly hair’s sleeve and look at the time on his 

watch. ” 

“””Tsk!”” After reading it, Zhao Yu suddenly realized something. He narrowed his eyes and said,””three 

minutes have passed. If it was really a time bomb, it would have exploded! Who are you trying to fool!”” 

” 

“Then, Zhao Yu searched curly hair’s body with both hands. He quickly found londee’s phone in his right 

pocket. ” 

“Then, Zhao Yu searched his left pocket and found something like a remote control. ” 

“””Hmph!”” Zhao Yu held the thing in his hand and said to curly hair,””are you lying to a ghost? It was 

clearly a remote control! ” 

“””When you guys interrogated me earlier, you felt so good about it. You guys didn’t seem to be in a 

hurry at all.””Also, amerolaha and the others can’t set a time for sneaking into the kangzhou police 

station! ” 

“””So, you can’t accurately predict the time of evacuation and can only use remote control, right?”” ” 

“””You …”” Curly hair saw that his scheme had failed and immediately struggled to grab the remote 

control! ” 

“However, Ding Lan was already prepared. She pressed down on the dagger, and curly hair immediately 

writhed in pain … ” 

“””Hmph!”” Zhao Yu carefully put away the remote control and said,””londee was such a Big Shot, so he 

naturally couldn’t have brought his own detonator! ” 

“””I don’t trust Jiang Kui, so I can only leave it to you, the highest-ranking commander! ” 

“””Kid,”” Zhao Yu spat out a mouthful of blood,””you guys have already suffered once from the remote 

control rolling bullets in the technology Building. You really have a bad memory! Hmph Hmph …”” ” 

“Then, Zhao Yu picked up his phone and wanted to call Li Zhenzhu for help. ” 

“However, curly hair saw that he had lost and actually opened his mouth wide, wanting to commit 

suicide by biting the poison. There was cyanide hidden in one of his fake teeth! As long as he bit through 

his false teeth, he would die an unnatural death. ” 

“However, how could this trick fool the special Agent Ding Lan? ” 



“Ding Lan was already prepared. As soon as curly hair opened his mouth, Ding Lan stuffed a piece of rag 

into his mouth … ” 

“””Wu…Wuwuwu …”” ” 

“Ding Lan was worried that the rag wouldn’t be able to stop him from committing suicide, so she used 

her palm like a knife and struck the man’s neck, knocking him out! ” 

“””Phew …”” ” 

“””Phew …”” ” 

“After curly hair fainted, Zhao Yu and Ding Lan sat on the ground, panting. ” 

“Ding Lan looked at Zhao Yu and asked curiously,””””I … I thought … You were electrocuted to death … 

You’re actually … Still alive …”” He said. ” 

“””Hehe …”” Zhao Yu panted and said,””Didn’t I tell you to wait for me for five minutes? Why … Why did 

you come to me again? that … That woman …”” ” 

“””Hmph,”” Ding Lan pouted.””You’re still thinking about that woman! You don’t know … Um …”” ” 

“Just as Ding Lan said this, she noticed that Zhao Yu was staring at the door in a daze. She followed Zhao 

Yu’s line of sight and realized that Zhao Yu was looking at Jiang Kui, who had been shot! ” 

“At this moment, Jiang Kui was leaning against the door. Blood was flowing out of his abdomen, and 

there was blood foam at the corner of his mouth. He was already on the verge of death. ” 

“However, Jiang Kui’s eyes were evil, and the corners of his mouth were opening and closing, as if he 

was saying something. ” 

“Seeing this, Zhao Yu didn’t have time to make a phone call. He quickly ran to Jiang Kui and asked in a 

low voice,””””You … What did you just say? Is he the son of Lee Bencheng?”” ” 

“However, after hearing Zhao Yu’s words, Jiang Kui’s face revealed an even more evil smile, then he said 

to Zhao Yu,”” ” 

“””I … I said … I’ll … I’ll die with you … I should … I should be the one saying that … Ha … Ha ha ha …”” ” 

“””Ah!?”” ” 

“Suddenly, Zhao Yu seemed to have understood something. He first looked at the double kun hexagram 

in his mind, then looked at Jiang Kui’s expression. His heart could not help but thump! ” 

It’s broken! 

“In that instant, he finally understood one thing. Since Jiang Kui clearly knew that long di had so many 

powerful subordinates, then … How could he have dared to shoot long di to death in the secret 

chamber? ” 

Could it be that … He was really just worried that londee would make a deal with Lee Bencheng? 

Or … 



Or … 

“Zhao Yu turned around and looked at the computer room carefully. The equipment here was advanced, 

so it should be their communication base, used to gather information. ” 

Just now … You SUFU had sneaked along the corridor to the other side. Did that mean that the exit was 

on the other side? 

Then … 

Jiang Kui didn’t want to leave the exit. Why was curly hair blocking this engine room? 

Could it be … 

“At this time, Zhao Yu saw an open secret door in the depths of the computer room. He stood up in a 

hurry and ran towards the secret door like a madman. ” 

“In the end, after he ran through the secret door, a device with a countdown appeared in front of him. 

The time on the clock was: ” 

36……35……34…… 

 

Chapter 2010: buried together 

 

I’ll cut! 

“Looking at the thirty-second countdown, Zhao Yu suddenly felt confused. ” 

He had never thought that there would still be an ambush when things had already come to this! 

“It was clear that this countdown wasn’t anything good. Once the time was up, this place would be 

destroyed … ” 

But … 

“Zhao Yu thought for a second, then suddenly remembered that his invisible detector had been on the 

whole time, but it had not detected any explosives along the way. ” 

What was the use of this countdown? 

The meaning of Jiang Kui’s words was very obvious. He wanted everyone to be buried with him … Then 

… How? 

“30 seconds … That’s too short, it’s … It’s too late? ” 

“Then, Zhao Yu quickly checked the timer and tried to use the hacker’s command to stop it. However, it 

was just a timer without an electronic system, so he couldn’t use the hacker’s command! ” 

“””Brother-in-law … Brother-in-law …”” At this moment, Ding Lan ran in and said to Zhao Yu,””Jiang Kui 

is already dead … Ah?”” ” 



“When she saw the countdown, she was also shocked. ” 

“””This is …”” ” 

“””It’s too late,”” Zhao Yu said.””Run!”” I can’t care about anything else!”” ” 

“””But …”” Ding Lan wanted to say something, but she stopped. ” 

“””What’s wrong?”” Zhao Yu saw the problem and immediately asked,””what do you want to say?”” ” 

“””Hmm …”” Ding Lan said with a frown.””When I was imprisoned, I saw a little boy next door! That 

child should be Lee Bencheng’s son, right?”” ” 

“””It’s no use!”” “”Jiang Kui has already killed him!”” Zhao Yu said. ” 

“””No!”” “”I saw it when I was taken to the fish tank,”” Ding Lan said quickly.”” In such a short period of 

time, maybe … Maybe …”” ” 

“””Ah?”” Zhao Yu was shocked and asked in a hurry,””where?”” ” 

“””On the other side of the fish tank chamber, inside a room with a white door!”” “”But … It’s too late!”” 

Ding Lan said. ” 

“As the two of them spoke, there were only 20 seconds left on the countdown. ” 

Tsk tsk … 

“Zhao Yu’s brain was spinning, trying to think of something … ” 

“However, time was of the essence, and he had no time to think! ” 

“””Alright! Let’s go all out!”” Zhao Yu said to Ding Lan,””take me there. We might not be able to escape 

in such a short time. Let’s make a bet!”” ” 

“””Alright!”” At this point, Ding Lan didn’t hesitate at all, and immediately ran outside with Zhao Yu. ” 

“However, just as Zhao Yu stepped out of the door, he suddenly noticed a detail. ” 

“At the entrance of the secret room, there were some unusual things scattered around. One of them 

was an oxygen tank … ” 

“””Eh?”” Suddenly, Zhao Yu seemed to have realized something. He quickly called Ding Lan, then 

squatted down to take a look. ” 

“””This is …”” Ding Lan was more knowledgeable than Zhao Yu, so she immediately recognized it. “”Isn’t 

this a submarine?”” This is an underground corridor, why do we need a submarine?”” ” 

“””Looking at the scattered state …”” Zhao Yu looked at Jiang Kui in the distance, and his eyes suddenly 

lit up.””Jiang Kui wanted to escape with the submersion device … So …”” ” 

“””So, this place is going to be flooded?”” Ding Lan instantly guessed the answer. ” 

“””Right!”” Zhao Yu said,””I’ve seen the map. There’s a reservoir near the water park. Could it be …”” ” 



He took a look at the countdown and finally understood Jiang Kui’s intention. He suddenly thought of 

the underwater base. 

“If he did not guess wrongly, Jiang Kui wanted to blow up the reservoir and pour the water in, destroying 

everything here … ” 

Heavens! 

There were only a dozen seconds left … 

“””Brother-in-law,”” Ding Lan said as she returned to the secret room. She pointed at the shelves on the 

wall and said,””look, there are a lot of oxygen tanks and breathing devices here!”” ” 

“””Oh?”” Zhao Yu went in to take a look and saw a large number of diving equipment. He immediately 

muttered,””damn it, Jiang Kui likes to rear fish. He’s raising them to the extreme! ” 

“””Ding Lan, quick …”” Zhao Yu immediately picked up a small oxygen tank and said to Ding Lan,””you 

take the one outside, let’s go save li Bencheng’s son! Let’s go …”” ” 

“Ding Lan immediately picked up the oxygen tank and breathing device from the ground, then left the 

engine room with Zhao Yu and entered the dark corridor. ” 

“As he passed by the door, Zhao Yu saw the numerous corpses. Of course, curly hair was only 

unconscious. He was still alive, but…Zhao Yu couldn’t save him now! ” 

“The man was determined to die. Even if Zhao Yu gave him an oxygen tank, he would definitely not be 

able to live. ” 

“After entering the corridor, the two of them did not dare to waste a second and immediately ran 

deeper into the corridor. ” 

“In the end, when they passed by the fish tank Hall, they were surprised to see that several heavily-

armed personnel had already woken up. They were swaying, obviously not fully recovered. ” 

“However, when Zhao Yu and the police officer passed by, they still raised their guns. ” 

“At this time, Zhao Yu was not in the mood to fight with them, so he quickly pulled Ding Lan and ran to 

the corridor on the other side of the hall. ” 

Da da … Da da … 

“In the end, the enemy still fired a shot. However, Zhao Yu and his wife were wearing bulletproof vests, 

and they ran very quickly, so they quickly disappeared from the hall. ” 

“””Quick … This way!”” Ding Lan led Zhao Yu around a few corners, and they soon found a room with a 

white door. ” 

There were two corpses at the door of the room. They were obviously Jiang Kui’s men. 

“As it was an emergency, Zhao Yu used the universal lock picker to open the door. ” 

The two of them entered and saw that it was a room that looked like a ship. There was a small bed in 

the room and some children’s toys beside it. 



“””At that time, I was imprisoned next door,”” Ding Lan said.””There was an operating table there, and I 

was dressed in the clothes of a patient … ” 

“””Also,”” Ding Lan added,””there’s a mechanism on the ground here, and it’ll shake from time to time, 

like a ship!”” ” 

Oh … 

“Zhao Yu finally understood Jiang Kui’s tactics. He had deliberately designed this place to look like a ship, 

so that the prisoners would mistakenly think that they were on a big ship. ” 

“The idea was indeed clever, and even misled Zhao Yu. ” 

“When Zhao Yu heard Miao kun’s description, he had immediately sent his men to look for a big ship on 

the sea. Little did he know that the real prison cell was here. ” 

“””My child …”” Ding Lan looked down the bed.””We’re here to save you …”” ” 

“Before Ding Lan could finish her sentence, she suddenly heard a rumbling sound from somewhere far 

away. Then, the ground suddenly shook violently, and the whole house shook … ” 

It was obvious that the countdown had ended … 

“””Ah …”” At the same time, a little boy ran out of the closet on the other side and ran toward Ding Lan. 

” 

“The little boy covered his ears, clearly frightened by the sudden explosion. ” 

“Seeing that the child was still alive, Ding Lan immediately held him in her arms, feeling relieved … ” 

“Zhao Yu saw that the child was of mixed blood, but he could clearly see the shadow of Lee Bencheng, 

so it was obviously his child! ” 

“At this moment, the rumbling in the distance did not weaken. Instead, it became louder and louder, 

closer and closer. Although the ground no longer shook, it was obvious that the trembling was 

accelerating … ” 

“””Brother-in-law …”” Even though Ding Lan had been through hundreds of battles, she was still pale 

from fear. ” 

“””Hurry up!”” Zhao Yu took out his oxygen tank and urged,””put it on the child! And you …”” ” 

“””Oh …”” Ding Lan quickly put the child on a ventilator, while Zhao Yu walked to the door and closed it. 

” 

“Just as he closed the door, he heard the sound of water from the depths of the corridor … ” 

 

 

 

 



 


